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In the life of a Homo sapient there will be a birth and a death. If something is created, then it may
get destroyed after several years though we can't predict how long it will live. As creation is for
destruction, year-over-year thousands of species are disappearing from the earth, while new
species are being created. In that case, whether the human species will vanish from the earth in a
few million years, like most other animals?  Or humans will continue to exist in the current form or in
some other highly evolved stature? It will go like this lyric, "My spiritual form became a swarm of
molecule sickness, Manifested liquid trapped inside a mountainous region, Until the skies starting
raining, continuous seasons, Immortal Technique, at long last, reincarnated."

God may now think about creating a better animal than Homo sapiens as they have now reached a
position where they've got three important powers that can change the whole evolutionary
mechanism. Man today recognized the fundamental concepts of evolution, so will start using it.
Secondly, he became capable of making changes in genetic structure, thus going in line with French
biologistÂ Jean-Baptiste Lamarck's soft inheritance theory of evolution. The only difference is, man
can pass desired characters to its offspring by genetic engineering, while Lamarckian theory
suggests that an organismÂ can pass its acquired characteristics to its offspring during his lifetime.
Most significant and the final power he acquired is the power to create artificial life systems. In a
biological manner, he created Dolly the female domestic sheep using the process of nuclear
transfer. Meanwhile, in a technological way he created different types of robots and artificial living
organs. Now researchers are aiming to create a super human in his image with features like
improved brain and advanced organ systems. And we believe this change is inevitable.

But, will there be any biological barriers to Homo sapiens further progression? Now we developed
the branch genetic engineering, and this we believe can help us to gain diseases free, athletic or
healthier and longer living body. So we are ruling on the earth and think that we can adapt to
changing environments. But a natural or cosmic catastrophe can certainly destroy people and its
habitat, but the probability to survive increases our chance to live further by a rapid proliferation.

According to evolutionists, a species will gradually modify into a new species through natural
selection only if it is living in isolated environments or in small groups. In the case of human beings,
evolution will be very slow as they are very large and widespread species. Moreover, their
dominating nature has annihilated almost all big animals on the earth. Even within the human
species, races have been eradicated or nearly exterminated by other races.

Moreover, a man can go for explicit creation through breeding or genetic manipulation. As this is the
most appropriate alternative, parents can create their offspring's with features they like to put in.
Though this can be against the ethics of genetic manipulation, no one can stop people from using
those technologies as they are practically possible. The only concern related to this is the success
of the process and the future of the new human species, which can sometimes be a threat to the
current human race. Information related to advanced technology and medical innovations are
available in many websites from providers like Verizon FiOS Internet.

According to historians, Homo sapiens originated between 10,Â 000 and 50,Â 000 years ago. The race
which was seen in the African regions, suddenly expanded into the whole of Europe and Asia after
50, 000 years. If events like this happen again after some 10,000 years, then sudden mutations can
change Homo sapiens by natural selection into some other species. As humans became highly
evolved species, they themselves can modify their environment in such a way that they cannot
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survive in it any more.
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